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Abstract: Cloud Computing operates the current IT industry. Cloud Service Applicants (CSR) do not have more interest 

than a Cloud Services Provider (CSP) because they are looking for a lower price, higher performance, higher availability 

and easy-to-use service. This requires encouraging cloud service candidates to switch from single to multi cloud 

environments. Large availability of various cloud service suppliers in the selective CSP option, we have loaded the balance 

service in the cloud service broker (CSB) and load clouding in the multi cloud environment. The CSP will select the CSP to 

calculate the name of the price of the car if it takes into account all previous transactions of CSB and CSP. LOAD 

BALANCING Cloud vendors are allowed to support automatic load balancing services, where entities can measure the 

number or memory of the CPU with the increased demands of his or her resources. This service is optional and is based on 

the entity's business needs. Load Balancers are therefore aimed primarily to market 2 key requirements, mainly to market 

cloud resources, and to promote second performance. Cloud computing can use dynamic algorithm, which allows cloud 

entities to serve their presence servers and additionally provide communication between interested parties. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of cloud technology in this decade has increased. Cloud Computing provides a platform for infrastructure, service 

and service as a service. Since small companies provide cloud services to reduce their infrastructure, the medium-sized and large 

scale firms will comply with cloud services to reduce their operating costs. Demand in cloud computing attracts organizations to 

receive cloud technology such as self-service, wide network access, resource pooling, location freedom, faster snap, and 

measurement service. As the cloud of suppliers grew, they created the market. 

 With different evaluations such as different evaluation models, different services and virtual machines range to user. It is 

not enough to maintain a cloud as a result of high efficiency, low estimate of service, high security and higher quality of service. 

Many organizations that follow this multi-cloud technology are currently one day. This paper introduces load balancing to remove 

the best CSP in a multi cloud environment. At this time the cloud broker is used to act as a negotiator between completely different 

cloud distributors and solutions. Cloud broker's most objective is to select the appropriate CSP to meet the needs of the CSR. The 

paper introduced a load balance to choose the best CSP in a multi-cloud environment. This cloud broker is used to mediate between 

completely different cloud suppliers and requests. Cloud broker's most objective is to select the appropriate CSP to satisfy the 

wishes of CSR. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Survey On Multi-cloud Models 

 

There has been a lot of research in the multi-cloud area. Multi Cloud provides high availability, high security and low reward 

features. Researchers conduct multi-cloud services on various topics. 

 For example, Mohamed A. Alzine [1] is required to migrate from the same cloud to multiple clouds. The authors focused 

on their analysis of the use of the ability to reduce multiple risks and security issues that impact cloud computing user. Bessini et 

al. [2] Many Cloud Servers In the image of the Byzantine Fault to be able to store information, if one of all cloud distributors 

disassembles, they will still be able to retrieve the information correctly. 

 The authors created a virtual storage cloud system known as WWC. This design has four storage clouds and each cloud 

has its own interface. Deep algorithmic program exists in client machines as software library to talk with each cloud supplier. This 

library permits the reading and writing activities of the cloud supplier. The Daisy system refers to the secrecy of rule and knowledge 

by the contaminated multi-cloud distributors by combining the Byzantine Collective System Code and the cryptography secrecy 

partnership. Jens-Matthias Boehley[3] discussed several structures, their safety and privacy capabilities. The author has proposed 

four different cloud architects at the time. These area units divide the application, application partition, divide the application system 

into the series, and apply the application information into partition units. 

Mukesh Singhal is a mostly multi-cloud computing framework based on the proximity of the proxy, which enables resource sharing 

in fly support and cloud services. Although previous agreements between cloud service suppliers are not required, the author 

introduces proxies for collaboration. These writers have 5 structures. 

 Yashwi Singh refers to a background to increase security for allowing cloud knowledge. The authors explain the efficient 
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modeling performance of a secure value in providing a secure storage theme. Rodrigo Garcia-Carmona supported a cloud repository 

OSGi Part model. Authors have evaluated their model for the PAAS component in multiple cloud settings. In this, repository stores. 

Maintains the rules and resolves the dependencies of PAAS package components and services. This repository is set in single or 

different clouds with different repositories. This method involves mutual cooperation. 

 

José Luis Lucas-Cimaro gave a cloud brochure design to utilize virtualized servers across clouds. While the paper is targeted to 

consumers, the writer makes valuable contrasts to expand the cloud broker design to help the author manage the cloud market 

information, which allows the virtual machine to distribute their virtual machine into various clouds. No quality has ever been 

recognized.

B. Survey On Cloud Service Broker 

 

 Cloud Service Brokers, who work as middle-class intermediaries between the Cloud Service applicant and the Cloud 

Service Provider. The writer MattisuGuzke and others discussed challenges coming in this area. 

David Morrison mentioned 3 different categories of cloud service brokers. They Client centric, accountability for customer service 

needs, expanding technical services in the market in the cloud to provide QOS Delivery (2) Reservation Centric and Charging 

Services to Client. It ensures the protection and integrity of services. (3) Resource Centric, which deals with the service. The author 

states that the author has the broker's app catalogs and self-service rights; Character primarily access management, SLA monitoring, 

billing, metering, reporting and auditing. He is a CSB business model and helps to select, organize, organize, and coordinate various 

services to buyers. Jimmie Lee and others have predicted the Cloud Service Broker Portal. The authors allow the services suppliers 

to access their acceptable services by discussing their list of services and customer agreements. The author developed an Internet-

based main GUI for cloud service intervention. 

Prasad Khanna and Cloud Service Broker referred to this cloud service broker, in which the writer examined it in certain real 

situations when the cloud needed a place to store it from another cloud or migration, stability or delivery etc. 

 

C. Load Balancing in Cloud Computing Environment Using Weighted Round Robin Algorithm: 

 

 Cloud computing uses the ideas of scheduling and load balancing to migrate tasks to underutilized virtual machines for 

effectively sharing the resources. The scheduling of the non-preemptive tasks within the cloud computing surroundings is associate 

lost restraint and hence it’s to be allotted to the most applicable virtual machines at the initial placement itself. The arrived jobs 

consist of multiple interdependent tasks and they may execute the independent tasks in multiple Virtual Machines or within the 

same virtual machines multiple cores, also. The jobs arrive throughout the run time of the server in variable random intervals under 

numerous load conditions. The taking part heterogeneous resources are managed by allocating the tasks to applicable resources by 

static or dynamic scheduling to create the cloud computing more economical and therefore it improves the user satisfaction. 

Objective of this work is this work is to introduce and appraise the projected scheduling and load reconciliation algorithm by 

considering the capabilities of every virtual machine. The task length of every requested job, and the mutuality of multiple tasks. 

Performance of the projected rule is studied by examination with the present strategies. 

 

D. Weighted Round Robin algorithm: 

 

  A weight is allotted to every server supported criteria chosen by the positioning administrator; the foremost commonly 

used criterion is that the server’s traffic handling capability. The upper the load, the larger the proportion of consumer requests the 

server receives. If, for instance, server A is allotted a weight of three and server B a weight of one, the load balancer forwards three 

requests to server A for everyone it sends to server B. 

 

 In Weighted Round Robin queuing packets area unit initial classified into numerous service categories such as real time, 

interactive and file transfer, so allotted to a queue that’s specifically dedicated to it service category. Every of the queues is 

maintained during a spherical robin order. Almost like strict priority queuing and truthful queuing – empty queues area unit skipped. 

Weighted Round Robin queuing is additionally spoken as CBQ or custom queuing. 

 

 Weighted Round Robin queuing supports the allocation totally different among bandwidth to different service category by 

either: Allowing higher – bandwidth queues to send over one packet anytime that they’re visited throughout a service spherical. 

 

 Allowing every queue to send only one packet anytime that it’s visited however to go to higher – bandwidth queues 

multiple times during a single service spherical. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 

 Services from cloud providers have lesser quality of service. How to Choose Good Cloud Providers in Multiple Cloud 

Providers? In this case, the enhanced cloud provider is the providers that provide the acceptable level of service for bandwidth,  

availability and security etc. 

 

We need the Cloud Service Broker, which can choose the best cloud service providers to meet the requested organization 
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requirements. 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL 

 

 The cloud manager is responsible for the maintenance and supervision of all relevant CSP resources. Cloud manager 

receives information about the selected CSP and CSR from the CS. Then it sends the Service Level Agreement (SLA) to CSR. After 

receiving response from CSR, it established a virtual connection between CSPs and CSRs, which is also responsible for registering 

CSRs and CSPs. We introduced the Cloud Broker with the Name Counter Agent to answer the above errors. The model figure is 

shown within one. The Cloud Service Request requests service by sending a service request by requesting a service through a 

broker. In this case CSR specifies all the necessary specifications. CSB works between the CSR and the CSP. CSB maintains three 

main functions: Reaching a simple CSP appropriate to the CSRs specification. 2. Virtual resource position from multiple CSPs. 3. 

Two parts of the management and practice of those resources: 1. Cloud Administrator and Cloud Manager. Cloud Computer 

Hardware and Cloud Name Calculation Agent. 2. Cloud computer hardware works with the help of clouds with the help of CSPs 

for each request from CSRs. The Cloud Scheduler maintains a neighbourhood repository. This repository is special CSB. Each 

serum P is identified by Cloud Services, which is indigenously allocated with associate assistance in nursing identity. Cloud Service 

selects a list of CSPs that satisfy the requirements of CSR. Finally a CSP option in the CSPs list related to the cerium high name 

problem value. This value is computed with the help of the CRCA. The name of the cloud name calculation agent, the name of the 

CSPs, is to calculate the value of the problem and it provides the CSP's recommended value and full transactions. The value of this 

recommendation is recommended for the CSR's feedback, which will be submitted in a kind of response type. The name problem 

value is counted to support the previous recommendation values of the CSP. 

 
 

The following flow of communication is taking place through Cloud Broker Architecture. 

 

A. Cloud Scheduler: 

 

 Cloud Scheduler is the heart of the Cloud Service Broker. It keeps a Local Repository. It is analysing Cloud Service 

Requirements m a range of technical services reachable in the cloud. It ensures the security and integrity Specification Form and 

Cloud Service Response Form. Its primary duty is to pick the best CSP to satisfy the necessities of CSR. The cloud Scheduler works 

together with the help of Cloud Reputation Computation Agent in theprocess of selecting the suitable CSPs for every request from 

CSRs. The Cloud Scheduler maintains a local Repository. This Repository consists of information regarding all the CSPs tied with 

this particular CSB. Every CSP will be recognized by the CS with the help of an Identity which is assigned locally. CS selects the 

list of CSPs which can satisfy the requirements of CSR. Finally, CS selects only one CSP among the list of CSPs who is associated 

with high Reputation Factor Value. This value can be calculated with the help of Cloud Reputation Computation Agent CRCA. 

 

The High prioritized parameter value has to be set to 1, moderately prioritized value is 0.5, and Low Prioritized value is 0. We call 

this matrix as Expectation matrix. 

 

 Expect = [Sexp  Pexp  QoS exp]      (1) 

 

B. Cloud Reputation Computation Agent: 

 

 Cloud Reputation Computation Agent is used for calculating Reputation Factor Values and Recommendation values. To 

calculate the RFV for a Particular CSP the CRCA wants all its preceding Recommendation values and range of transactions that 

CSP has performed. 

 

 

 

 To calculate the RFV for a Particular CSP the CRCA needs all its previous Recommendation values and number of 

transactions that CSP has performed. By collecting this data from the CS the CRCA calculates RFV as follows: 
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RFV(CSP ID)=      ∑n i=0 (Recommendation value i)                 (2) 

 

                                   n 

 

 

CRCA divides the feedback form into 3 parts. Those are Support, Performance, and QoS. 

  

Support: Support value is calculated by considering Ease-of- use (EoU), Technical Support (TechS), Customer Service (CusS), and 

Level of Expertise (LoE) field values. In this all the fields consists of categorical values only. So, CRCA converts these into 

numerical as shown in figure 3. Then Support feedback value (S fed) is evaluated as follows: 

  

 

S fed = (EoU) + (TechS) + (cusS) + (LoE)            (3) 

 

Performance: Performance is calculated by considering Service Time (ST), Observed Performance of any computational unit (obs), 

Not Available Time, Time Stamp (Tr and Tp), Price and Promised SLA performance of any computational unit value (sla) fields. 

This Promised SLA performance value is collected from the CS. 

Functionality (F) is defined as the variability in the performance of a service. 

 

  F = (sla)–(obs)           (4)  

   T 

Response Time ( RT ) is defined as time between when a 

computational unit is requested (Tr is time stamp when a service is requested) and provided(Tp is the time stamp when it is 

provided). 

  RT= Tp-Tr                (5)   

 

Availability (Av) is defined as the percentage of time a CSR can access the service. In this T is the Service Time and Tnot is the 

service unavailable time 

 Av = (T–Tnot)                     (6) 

  T 

  

Total Performance feedback value is calculated as follows: 

 

P fed =  (F +R T+ Av)             (7) 

  3 

This performance value should be normalized to get the 

value in the range of [0 1]. 

 

QoS: Quality of Service is calculated by considering Assurance (Ass), Security & Privacy (SP), Accountability (Acco), Price and 

Accuracy (Acc) field values. In this all the fields consists of categorical values only. So, CRCA converts these into numerical as 

shown in figure 3. Then QoS feedback value (QoS feed) is evaluated as follows: 

 

QoS fed = (Assu + S–P + Acco + Accu + Price)          (8) 

   5 

 After calculating the feedback values it builds a row matrix with these values called Feedback Matrix. 

 

Feedback = [S fed P fed QoS fed]                  (9) 

 

Now CRCA takes the Expected Matrix which is calculated by the CS in equation 1. It calculates the Difference matrix. Differ = 

(1) - (9) 

 

The CRCA prepares a column Matrix with these analyzed values for all these three parameters. We call it as Analysis Matrix 

 

Analysis = Sana  

           [ Pana      ]                  (10)  

  QoSana 

    

Finally the Recommendation Value is the product of the 

Feedback matrix and Analysis Matrix. Recommendation Value = (9) *(10) 

Recommendation Value = [(Sfed ∗ Sana ) + (Pfed ∗ Pana) + (QoSfed ∗ QoSana)] 

 

The CRCA forward this value to the CS.  
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C. Cloud Manager: 

 

 Cloud Manager is accountable for administration and monitoring of all the associated CSPs resources. CM receives facts 

regarding chosen CSP and the CSR from the CS. Then it sends the Service level agreement to the CSR. 

 

V. METHDOLOGY 

Here the variables are  

C (count variable) initially = ’’0” to every CSP 

S (Service variable) capacity of the cloud given by CSP  

Reputation Factor value (RFV) is calculated by broker 

Temporary provider list (TPL[]) is an array stores the ID’s of  the providers 

Providers list (PL[]) is an array to store the providers ID 

 

Step 1: CSR provides the specifications to the CSB. 

Step 2: CSB make a Temporary providers list (TPL[]) based    on specifications provide by the requester. 

Step 3: CSB sorts the temporary provider list TPL[] based on    RFV. 

Step 4: Calculate length of the TPL[] and store the value in         variable “n”, j=0. 

Step 5:  For i =0 to n-1 

  Compare S and C values 

   If(C<=S) 

   PL[j++]=TPL[i]; 

Step 6: Provide the list PL[] to the Requester. 

Step 7: The CSR requests the service to  the CSP in the PL[]. 

Step 8: C = C++. 

Step 9: CSB establishes the connection between the CSR and  CSB. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, we introduced a load balancing in a multi-cloud environment. By this, the CSR specifies the need and directs 

the services available to the CSP. CSB helps CSR to choose the best provider in the CSP list. When selecting a CSP for CSR, CSB 

takes into consideration previous recommendations values.  

 

These models depend on provider choice feedback values. So, according to SLA, SLS and SLA violations, the CSP really influences 

their business process. In the future, we have expanded our work with different load balancing algorithms 
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